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.• ,PREFACE

The putpose of this study was to learn about

computer-aided optical design and to demonstrate what was

learned, by designing an optical system for the Air Force

Weapons Laboratory.

::" I am indebted to many persons, who gave valuable

assistance in the accomplishment of this study. i wish to

thank John Loomis -of the University of .,Dayton for makinqj

the FALCON computer program available to me. I also wish to

thank the Questar Corporation of New Hope, Pennsylvania for

making available detailed design information un their three

and one-half inch telescope. Finally, I especially

appreciate the guidance of John Erkkila, my faculty

; advis,)r ,.,1, t , , hbr members of my thesis advL-;My..),_

Michael J. Wah.lst.'dt
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A BS'PRACT

Comt t'-.id. qometric optical design was

investigat.iu. 1II1s. d,,finition of terms and optical design

procedure; wort! ,it udied. Available computer programs were

compared Atkl I"ALC(.)N was selected. Test problems were

evaluated with FALCON to aid in understanding computerized

optical design procedures.

An 18 inch long optical 'system with a 50 neter

effective focal length was designed for the Air Force

Weapons Laboratory. This optical system would image, on a

solid st,ito *:t,. r, an interference pattern created by
,4

two laser heam :-;,mples, to Al.Low the two lasers to be

locked in piiase with each other.

The irting point ()f the desigri was a Questar 3

inch telescope.. Avidj tional optic:l elements were added and

" the design impoved until the desirF-d tolerances were met

or exceeded.
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I. iNTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

To design an optical system, it is necessary to

specify the radii of curvature of the surfaces, the

thickness of the optical elements, the air spaces, the

diameters of the various components and the types of

glasses to be used. The ideal design will result in Pll

rays of all wavel~ngths originating at a given object point

-.. passing through a single image point. The image of a plane

object should be a plane, without any appearance of

distortion or curvature in the images of straight lines

(3:1).

Prio, Ii, iit III M, all optical systems were designed

mariuallU y.:,i,, l ir' t *W!es ( 3:xi) . There is no geater

test of .. ,,,.,,n.' ,., ion to his work than to design an

optical sys.it,,; i~y It,,,,Ithms, yet this is how it wa' done

for over t FIia lhlI ye-,ir;, and all the well-r.t.. classic l

lenses were dosircned in this incr.dibly laborious marner.

These lenses include the Dagor, the Protar, tl.. T-essat, tLite

Biotar, the Ernostar, and many others. After abowt 1930,

electrically driven desk calculators appeared, but these

still required endless references to sine and arc-sine

tables (1:58).

Up until about 1950, even the celebrated TBM Card

Programmed Calculator used by Donald P. Feder at the

National Bureau of S;tandards, required about 34 s, conds to

* trace a ray ltrot ah an optical surface (2:630). By 1957

1_-"
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only about 1.5 seconds were needed to trace a more

difficult skew ray through an optical surface (1:58).

Current computers are capable of tracing tens of

' thousands of rays per surface per second. Several computer

programs take advantage of this speed and contain automatic

optimization routines (18:203). These routines modify

parameters in order to find the optimum design (5:46).

As we can see, computers have incr6ased in speed and

capability. This increases their utility to the optical

system designer. Learning to use these new and powerful

tools to design an optical system is a formidable

challenge. The Wright-Patterson Air Force Cyber computers

will be used both as a learning tool and as a design

computer for an Air Force Weapons Laboratory project.

PROBLEM

The problem is to learn about computerized geometric

optical design and to apply what was learned by designing

an optical system for the Air Force Weapons Laboratory. The

Weapons Laboratory desires to couple two Argon-Krypton

lasers in phase. Ultimately, many lasers can be coupled and

a large, powerful and constant phase beam can be produced.

The optical system to be designed will be used to

image an interference pattern created by two laser beam

samples on a solid-state detector connected to a feedback

loop to drive cavity mirrors through suitable electronics.

Solenoids connected to the mirror will cihange tie surface

of the mirror, and drive the intprference pattern to the

.- 2
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desired configuration, and lock the two lasers in phase.

o"-In order to create the desired interference pattern,

the Air Force Weapons Laboratory specified the cptical

system should have a 50 meter effective focal length.

Physical space limits the maximum system length to 18

inches, so a compact 3.5 inch Questar telescope will be

used as the starting point with additional optical elements

added to provide the required effective focal length.

SCOPE

For this investigation, only geometric optics

techniques will be used. The wave nature of light and the

wave interference pattern will not be examined. The

wavelengths of interest are .5145, .5017, .4965, and .4880

microns.

The literature search includes Defense TechnicF, K

Information Center, the Miami Valley Interlibrary Loc-rn

System and the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base libraries.

ASSUMPTIONS

The laser beam will be represented as perfect plane

waves. 'Il',.it i.,, lti, object will be a point source an

.- ri in it i . -I , i:,I ,rl,.,. A w'iy .

'hirdI ,lyi,.r .0'Iwrrtion theory will be a primary

indicator ,ij i!; is sumed to be mostly sufficient to

characterizi, tli,, lliality of the optical system.

The hadditional lrrses to be added to the Questar

, telescope will be of s~r:--e .-pherical figure and will be

made of easily obtainable Schott glasses. The minimum radii

S ", ." "" " " '. " " ' S" ".' " - - • . , . . . ." . " - " . ." .
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of curvature of the additional lenses will be a centimeter

. .or greater in order to insure a practical and easily

constructed system, if the final design allows.

APPROACH AND PRESENTATION

The Tektronix 4025 computer terminal on loan from the

Air Force Weapons Laboratory must be connected and t:',

communication parameters adjusted to interface properiy

with the Cyber computer system.

A computer program must be selected from those

available. ACCOS V, CODE V, COOL-GENII, and FALCON will be

* examined. The best available program will be used as a

learning tool to design the optical system for the Air

Force Weapons Laboratory. The selected program must be

verified to insure the raytracing and aberration sections

-grform as expected and as desired.

The physical meanings of aberrations will be studied

and desired tolerances will be determined. Lens design and

aberration control techniques will be examined. The 3.5

inch Questar telescope will be computer modeled, and the

*initial additional lens design will be determined and

refined to meet the desired tolerances.

*.4 I . 4
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II. COMPUTER HARDWARE SETUP AND SOFTWARE SELECTION

The Tektronix 4025 computer terminal, on loan from the

Air Force Weapons Laboratory, was connected to an extension

phone line. The communications parameters were determined

to be 7 bits with even parity, terminal self-echo, and one

stop bit. The terminal was set to these parameters to

properly interface with the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

Cyber computers. *The tape drive unit included with the

terminal was used to save both' pre-programmed keys and

short programs on tape.

A computer account number and Cyber computer manuals

were obtained. A familiarity with the use and maintenance

of computer files was a necessity inorder to complete the

project.

A computer program must be selected from those

available. ACCOS V, CODE V, COOL-GENII, and FALCON

documentation was requested and examined. A thorough study

of the documentation was necessary so that an understanding

of the differences and similarities of the programs could

be aiccuml, I i ;Id.. It was{ also necessary to gather from the

documont,,! i,,,i - y whalt the capabilities of this

generatio t if ofii itt I ("()(]-s were.

ACCO'. V , I III ,roporty of Scientific Ca ?.cu.,-it ions

Incorporit (,A, i!; ., Irt' -omputer program that will run in

either iritr.,rtiv,, or batch mode. The interactive mode

allows the design to be evaluated in real-time and

: modifications; readily seen. The design input is organized

0--



into a series of subfiles describing the lens

specifications, riy information, merit function definition,

optimization variables, and target values (5:46).

It is an automatic program that is capable of optimizing d

user controlled merit function. A merit function measures

the state of correction of an optical system. It could be

more properly called a defect function since a larger

number indicates a more defective optical system. The merit

function specifies the relative weights of several

aberrations (17:1210). The most important or critical

aberrations will have greater relative weights. The merit

function is a sum of the squares of the product of the

aberration and weight factor. ACCOS V has a graphic

plotting capability for use with its associated analysis

features (5:46). It is available at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory but not at Wright-Patterson at the present time.

CODE V, the property of Optical Research Associates,

is a large (60,000 FORTRAN and Assembly Languaqe

Statements) optical design package that will run in either

batch or time-sharing mode. The design input is organized

into predefined subtasks or options. The lens description

is input in detail while other options are available with

program-supplied default values. The default values often

work well enough to get preliminary results, or they can be

easily over-ridden by the user. The predefined options of

the CODE V system usually allow the optical system designer

to proceed fairly rapidly into the design aspects of a

' o)



problem although some versatility in the approach to a

" problem may be sacrificed. CODE V has a graphic plotting

capability for use with its analysis options. CODE V uses a

damped least squares optimization of a user controlled

merit function (5:47). It is not available at

Wriciht-P1t tr,,r ,n -it this time.

COOl,-i;Iji II, 11t property of Genesee Computer Center,

is an iti",,it .!,., fopt it,,ll desicgn system .incorporating the

complete ,i;,,hI I jt is of the David Grey Computer Optics

Packaqe (''(W) .,,d, the Genesee GENII lens design system.

Access from hot Ii batch and time-sharing terminals is

available. The design input for the COOL-GENII program is

broken into sections that include the lens data input, the

ray set data, the merit function definition, target inputs,

and the optimization and analysis control inputs.

7- Optimization can be accomplished either by completely

* " developing a complete merit function in terms of

user-defined operants and target values or by using default

parameters that may provide adequate optimization and

analysis of the design problem. Some of the default values

may be over-ridden by the user quite easily. it also uses

damped least squares optimization of a default or user

defined merit function. The only graphics available for the

COOL-GENII prooram system are for the various ray fans and

the lens layout, which are printed by the Grey portion of

the system on line printer plots (5:47). It is also not

available at Wright-Patterson at this time.

7
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FALCON is a medium size computer program written by

U John Loomis, formerly at the University of Arizona Optical

Sciences Center. He is now at the nearby University of

Dayton and he was willing to make FALCON available to me on

the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base Cyber computers. FALCON

will run in either batch or interactive mode. The program

will evaluate an optical system but does not include

automatic bptimization.

All the programs examined will raytrace and calculate

aberration coefficients. Plots and tables are output to aid

in the interpretation of the information. Ray fans, spot

diagrams, wavefront variance, Strehl ratio, vignetting

.- diagrams Pnd optical transfer functions are provided by

most of the programs.

FALCON was selected as the best available program. It

has the flexibility to be run in both interactive or batch

modes. The optical systems can be put in a library file and

recalled and modified. Line printer plots can be generated

in batch mode, while Tektronix compatible plots can be

generated in the interactive mode. The optical system can

be displayed on the terminal's screen and modifications are

easily seen.

FALCON will be examined in detail later, but first

some fundamental material needs to be covered. A study of

rayl r.(&'iti i I '",ry to properly input parameters into

*
d
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IIT. RAYTRACING AND ABERRATIONS

RAYTRACING

Raytracing is a technique to analyze an optical system

by mathematically simulating the passage of several

individual rays of light through the optical system. At

each surface, the light ray will be bent by Snell's law. A

paraxial approximation can be used to simplify the

mathematics where* required. Michael Lea's GEOMETRICAL

OPTICS (Ref 14) contains a very clear discussion of general

raytracing techniques and forms the foundation of this

material.

We will assume that the optical system has rotational

symmetry about the optical axis to simplify this

discussion. An axial ray begins at the foot of the object

(on the axis) and enters the optical system off the axis.

The point at which the axial ray again crosses the optical

axis is where the image is formed. If the optical system is

perfect, all the rays that leave the foot of the object,

will cross the axis at the same point. A virtual imwaqe that

results when the axial rays are diverging, can be located

by extending the rays back until they cross the optical

axis (14:15).

The coordinate system should be specified at this

1point. The optical axis is called the t-axis. The object is

most commonly placed to the left of the optical system or

towards the negative end of the z-axis. The y-axis helps

determine the vertical or TANGENTIAL plane. The x-axis

.* (
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helps determine the horizontal or SAGITTAL plane. For

simplicity in a symmetrical optical system, it is customary

to consider only object points in the tangential plane.

Rays which start in the tangential plane, stay in that

plane and are called TANGENTIAL RAYS. Rays with some

x-component (usually drawn perpendicular to and in or out

of the paper) are called SKEW RAYS. Most of the design of

an optical system can be done by considering only the

tangential plane (14:15).

If we trace an axial ray from infinity and find the

position of the image, we are faced with the problem of

determining from where in a complex lens we measure the

focal length. If we extend the incoming ray forward and the

emerging ray backwards until they cross, the point of

intersection determines the location of the SECOND

PRINCIPLE PLANE. The EFFECTIVE FOCAL LENGTH is the distance

from the second principle plane to the image location. It

is as though the whole lens assembly could be replaced by a

single surface at the second principle plane which does all

the ray bending (14:18).

The FIRST FOCAL POINT and PRINCIPLE PLANE are found by

bringing in a ray from right to left. The FIRST FOCAL

LENGTH is defined as the distance from the first focal

point to the first principle plane. The entire lens

assembly can now be approximated by a "black box"

characterized by the focal and principle points. One very

nice result of this approximation is that all rays are

IC)



simply sit Iti,ai iztntally (along the z-axis) between the

two principll' plj.ii,s (14:19).

The P|WI? J )f e the lens is defined as the index of

refractioni at ,ither focal point divided by the respective

focal length. The power of the lens assembly is a constant,

that is, either the first or second focal point and the

respective index of refraction can be used to get the same

result. If the lens assembly focuses in -air (we assume a

refractive index of exactly one), then the power of the

lens assembly is equal to the inverse of the focal length

~(14:19).

A ray that passes through a focus will hit the

principle plane and emerge from the other principle plane

parallel to the optical axis. Conversely, a ray parallel to

the optical axis will continue parallel between the

principle planes and then pass through the appropriate

focus. By constructing two rays from the head of the

object, one parallel to the optical axis and one passing

through the nearest focus, we can determine the location

and size of the image (14:20).

.The APERTURE STOP is the component in the system which

limits the size of the imaging ray bundle. It is usually a

diaphragm included in the system for this very purpose. To

find the aperture stop, trace an axial ray and scale it

away from the optical axis until it hits the edge of

something. That something is the APERTURE STOP. The cone of

rays which forms an image point has a semi-angle of U. The

i1



NUMERICAL APERTURE and F-NUMBER are essentially measures of

" - this angle. The numerical aperture is equal to the

: refractive index times the sin ot [!, while the f-number is

equal to the index of refraction divided by twice the

numerical aperture (14:23).

A very useful tool is the LAGRANGE INVARIANT. It was

found that the product of the height of the object or

image, the refractive index, and the angle of the axial ray

at the respective object or image was a constant for that

optical system. So the angle of the axial ray helps

determine the size of the image (14:25).

The aperture stop limits the size of the imaging

bundle. However, since it is usually buried in the middle

of the system, the light arriving at the lens sees the

image of the aperture stop in all the components preceding

it. So the size of the incoming bundle is limited by this

image known as the ENTRANCE PUPIL. Similarly, the EXIT

PUPIL is the imaqe of the aperture stop in all components

which fo1 'w it (I.7)

To I i t t1, p,sition of the pupils, we trace a ray

through thie -#-titi-,. ,,f the aperture stop. This is called the

CHIEF RAY. hy e-xt t'idinq the object and image rays until

they cros:t l,,, (cjit[c,,l axis, we find the position of the

pupils. The size of the pupils can be determined by using

the angles of the chief ray (14:1Q).

The FIELD STOIP determines the field of view of the

* -.** optical syst-om. By scalinq up the angle of the chief ray

12
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until it hits something, we can determine the limit of the

* :' field of view of the system. Often, the field stop is

, simply the edge of the image plane similar to the edge of

* -the film or the TV face plate (14:31).

VIGNETTING occurs when, as our object rays go off

axis, some other surface begins to cut off these rays

(20:113). This is characterized by a loss of intensity at

the outside of the image.

A known manual raytracing example from MODERN OPTICAL

ENGINEERING by Warren J. Smith was input into FALCON. The

raytracinq information was confirmed within numerical

accuracy (1s,,) . Ws- will no)w examine image defects.

91
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ABERRATIONS AND ABERRATION CONTROL

Defects in the image can be quantified in terms of

their aberrations. A study of these aberrations, their

definitions and methods of control, is necessary to get the

best possible image quality. The total values of the

*aberration coefficients permit an analysis of the

correction state of the system and hence the quality of the

* final image, while a study of the partial1 coefficients at.

the surfaces show how the aberration of each type and order

build in the system. This leads to an understanding of how

a system achieves its performance, for an analysis of the

balance of the different orders of each type of aberration

may be made. In addition, it becomes clear where

modifications must be made in the system to alter its final

peformance (4:379).

After some familiarity with the *general image effects

of the aberration coefficients has been develored, one

comOs to)11,11-Nd I tte image forming quality of a lens~ system

as specif 6-d' 1y Ilie values of these coeffici-?nts. With a

littlo expii e'.,it. is possible to infer th-e performance

to be ex.n-t..'c t~f a system almost from a gldnce at the

coef ficirit,,i .ini' to say why the- system achiev'es a

particular correc(-tion state. This makes the tasK Of

comparing alternative designs simpler and makes it easier

to evaluaite the relative merits of different lines of

development in investigations in initial design (4:379).

- To study aberrations, we restrict ourseves t th-

14
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back-end of the system, from the exit pupil to the image

plane. We can define any ray with three coordinates, two

specify the position in the exit. pupil plane and one

specifies the image height. For a symmetrical optical

system, we can simplify further and by convention, consider

only object and image points in the tangential plane.

A definition of the term "zone" is helpful at this

point. For some aberrations, it is convenient to consider

cones of rays from rings or "zones" in the exit pupil to

the image. A zone is a region specified by the relative

fraction (of thi. .,tiiis of the exit pupil (14:85).

S.IVI.IACAL AMIAAIOApL(N is the variation of focus

position with >',,ta,' (i a longitudinal difference of focus

between rays fi,, successive zones of aperture (14:97). in

general, ill I -iy'.turl of finite positive focal length, the

effect of spherical aberration is that the optical system

reproduces a point object as a small circular patch cf

light, instead of the image point demanded by geometrical

theory. In extreme cases, the light patch may consist of a

bright ring with a fainter center, or a small bright

nucleus and a rather tenuous halo. In less extreme cases

* there may he a central rather hard disk and a faint

conrentric, fringe. Since the image of an object of finite

size lyinq )n (,r z,,tr the axis has then to be formed by the

superp)sitien -ti li-jht patches of finite size, its outlines

ar* softi. ,.l ind d,,tails Play not be visible in the image

(II,'tl) . ±'.wrical ,absrraticai is the only aberration, other

1



than chrirt,it i, .,4-,t r tion that will be discussed later, to

affect dfindt 10h on the axis of the system. As good

central dol iniiLu is one of the most important features of

the performance of an instrument, it is essential that

spherical aberration be reduced (7:68). Positive spherical

aberration is lmost commonly associated with diverging

optical elements (8:51). Positive spherical aberration

causes the wavefrOnt to curl outward at,.the edaes (8:64).

Spherical aberration is positive' when the paraxial focus

lies to the right of the marginal focus, and it grows as

the square of the aperture (6:303).

COMA is the variation of magnification with zone

(14:98). Corna causes an unsymmetrical defornation of

individual off-axis image points to a comet-like

appearance. Coma softens the definition of the imaga

(7:73). It is positive when the chief ray passes above the

dislocated outer rays, and it grows as the distance of an

image point and as the square of the aperture (6:303). In

contrast to spherical aberration, coma depends on the

position of the aperture stop and on the related position

of the entrance and exit pupils. One standard method of

eliminating coma in a system, is to introduce a hiah dearee

of symmetry. The system is made symmetrical about a center
aperture stop, and the object and image sizes are made the

same size. Under these conditions thu coma i's exactly

balanced. In other circumstances, coma is eliminated in

, - much the same way as spherical aberration. Coma of opposite

16
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sign is introduced to bring the sum to as near zero as

• - possible (7:74).

FIELD CURVAURE or the PETZVAL SUM, is characterized

by a curved foca:i surface (14:99). That is, the locus of

irracle, poi1t , 1 1 (i', d froim a planar object is not planar.

Tue, ficell 1,tiv. jiit, has no effect of any kind upon the

sharpness tit ,l, ition of individual image points. When

astigmatism i s also present, then the sagittal and

tangential t,)(L ,it any one oblique pencil are formed always

on the same side of the Petzval surface and the distances

from the Petzval surface are in a one to three ratio. If

:*.. both astigmatism and distortion are of the same sign, the

curvature of the field is aggravated; but if the

astigmatism is under control, then a judicious amouent of

qy astigmatism with the opposite sign of distortion affords

the only means of minimizing the Petzval curvature in a

*great majority of optical systems in which the Petzval sum

must be accepted at whatever value it assumes. Correction

for flatness of the tangential field is usually the best

comprimise, and calls for the astigmatism coefficient to be

one-sixth the value of the distortion and of opposite sign

(6:304). Positive lenses introduce an inward curvature of

the Petzval surface and negative lenses introduce a

backward curvature. The Petzval curvature of a thin simple

lens element is equal to one-h.lf of the square of the

image height divided by the product of the focal lenath .nd

in.,.: of refraction of the lens element (8:56).

17



AST;MA'I'.;M ,,'lirs when the tangential and sagittal

rays have di , !I-,'iI field curvatures (14:100). Another wayE
of looking at asti:qntatism is that tangential and sagittal

ray bundles do not focus at the same point. Between the

astigmatic focii, the image is an elliptical or circular

blur (8:54). Astigmatism and coma are both aberrations that

appear when the object is off-axis (3:191). Astigmatism is

positive when the sagittal focus lies to -the right of the

tangential focus. The astigmatic difference of focus is

independent of the aperture, but grows as the square of the

distance of an image point from the optical axis (6:304).

Astigmatism is corrected or balanced in the same way, in

general, as spherical aberration and coma. At some surfaces

negative sagittal and tangential astigmatism ar"

introduced, at others there is positive astigmatism, both

of first and higher orders. The curves of the refractinq

surfaces are to be chosen so that the first order

astigmatism balances the higher orders (7:79).

DISTORTION is the variation of magnification with

image height or the departure from strict geometrical

similarity of any configuration in the object plane with

its image located in the image plane (14:102). The

magnification in the central part of the field being fixed

by the theorem of Lagrange, we measure the distortion by

the distance from the actual off-axis image point to its

ideal position. One effect of distortion is that if we take

a short line in the object plane, lying along a radius from

"::: 18
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the axis of the system, and move it out along this radius,

" the length of its image will vary. This provides an

alternate method of measuring the distortion present in an

optical system (7:83). We give a positive sign to the

distortion when the ideal image point falls above the

actual one. Thus defined, the distortion grows as the cube

of the distance of the image point from the optical axis.

Negative distortion causes the outer parts of the image to

be on too small a scale, and is 'called barrel distortion;

in the case of positive distortion the outer parts of the

image are on too large a scale, and we describe it as

pincushion distortion (14:103). Distortion has no effect

upon the sharpness of the individual image points; it only

dislocates them towards or away from the optical axis

(6:304). The correction of distortion is carried out in the

same general way as the correction of the other

aberrations. At some surfaces, pincushion distortion is

introduced, at others barrel distortion. The contribution

.7, of distortion for any surface depends on i.ts position

relative to the object and image, and relative to the

aperture stop and pupils (7:83). A little study of the

matter will show that a system which produces distortion of

one sign, will produce distortion of the opposite sign when

object and imaqe are interchariqed (8:56).

TRANSVE'RSE CHROMATIC APE'lZRATIONS are a variation of

magnification with wavelenqth or a chromatic variation of

the imaqe heiqht, which affects only the off-axis part of

>],A
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the field, ird which ('auses white object points to be

depicted in the torm of a linear rainbow disposed radially

with reference to the center of the field and proportional

in lenoth to the distance of the individual object points

from the optical axis (6:305). Chromatic aberrations occur

because the refractive index of a glass is a not a constant

but is a function of wavelength (10:12). By using more than

one type of glass it is possible to balance the chromatic

aberration for a specified range of wavelengths (10:180).

The OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION is the imaae contrast as

E'. a function of detail (spatial frequency). The finer the

detail in an imaqe, the less the contrast between dark and

light sections, until eventually the contrast fades out and

"' detail is unresolved. This is a more complicated but

complete indicator (13:11). The optical modulation transfer

function is the ratio of the modulation in the image to

that in the object as a function of spatial frequency in

inverse length units for a sine wave pattern (10-212). A

plot of the optical modulation transfer function against

frequency is an almost universally applicable measure of

the performance of an image forming system. It can be

applied not only to lenses, but to films, phosphers, image

tubes, the eye, and even to complete sys".es. One

particular, advantage of the optical modulation transfer

function is that it can be cascacied by simply r-lultiplyinq

the optical modulation transfer functions of two or more

components to obtain the optical modulation transfer

20



function of the combination (8:311).

The STREHL RATIO is the ratio of the light intensity

at the peak of the diffraction pattern of an aberrated

_*' image to that at the peak of an aberration free image, and

is one of the many criteria that have been proposed for

image evaluation. It can be computed by calculating the

volume under the three-dimensional optical modular transfer

function and dividing by the volume under- the curve for an

aberration free lens. A similar criterion for quick general

evaluation of image quality is the normalized area under

the optical modulation transfer curve (8:311).

The RADIAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION is the integral of the

"''. point spread function and gives the image spot size for a

point object (13:11). The radial energy distribution curve

is a graph of the encircled fraction of the energy (that is

the fract ien of lh, ray intersection points in the spot

diaq(rrr) ,1ft tt.1 ,,,ltirist- the radius (semi-diameter) of the

aperture (H: 1'.l)

The c:int ri1 ,I spherical aberration and coma can be

accomplishied ti'miqli a process known as "lens bending". The

total power, ,ind hence the focal length of the lens, is

kept constant but the curvature of one surface is changed

while the constant focal lenqth drives the shape of the

other surface (15:15). ,a simple positive lens, coma

varies linearly with lens shape, taking a large Positive

value when the lens is a meniscus with both surfaces

. concave toward tie, object. As the lens is bent through
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*: plano-convex, convex-plano and convex meniscus shapes, the

- amount of coma becomes more negative, assuming a zero value

near the convex-plano form of a simple lens. The spherical

aberration of this lens is always undercorrected (8:60).

By experimenting with FALCON, this was quickly verified.

The spherical aberration reaches a minimum value at

approximately the same shape for which the coma is zero.

This is the shapo'one would select if the lens were to be

used as a telescope objective to cover a rather small field

of view (8:59). The shape which produces minimum spherical

aberration also produces the maximum field curvature, so

that this shape, which gives the best image near the axis,

is not suitable for wide field coverage. The menuscus

*shapes at either side if the figure represent a much better

choice for this purpose, for although the spherical

*.' aberration is much larger at these bendings, the field i.

much more nearly flat. This is the type of lens used in

inexpensive box cameras (8:62). Graphing the aberrations

can assist in selecting the best configuration.

Field curvature, distortion, transverse ch.+omatic

aberration and coma can be varied by moving the position of

the aperture stop. Distortion and lateral curvature are

zero when the aperture stop is at the symmetrical point of

the optical system (8:59). The results of the aberrations

can be plotted. Since each aberration usually has a

different opt imum apfrture stop, a best comprimise can be

22



Aberration control can usually best be accomplished by

finding a solution with small, evenly distributed

aberration contributions. It is seldom advisable to

introduce a large contribution on one surface to cancel out

several small aberrations created by other surfaces (11:

8-15) .

Another guideline is to try to avoid large angles of

incidence. The angle of-bincidence strongly affects the

magnitude of higher order aberration contributions.

Usually, the closer to normal incidence at a surface, the

better (11: 8-15).

If a surface introduces a large amount of aberration,

try to correct this by another surface as nearby as

possible. This tends to better cancel out the higher order

aberrations (11: 8-15).

The shape of the lens has to be carefully chosen so

that the first order aberration has a suitable value in

comparison with the higher order aberration. The shape is

governed by the angles of incidence and refraction of the

light rays transmitted. If the object* point is moved

relative to the lens these angles are changed, and there

can be no-guarantee that the balance of first and higher

order aberrations is maintained under such changed

conditions. In general, it is not maintained, and for this

reason to get the best results even such a simple system as

a doublet objective must be used with the distances of

object and image points for which it was designed (7:68).
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The balance of negative and positive corrected

spherical aberation in more complex systems is established

in the same general way. At some surfaces negative

correction is introduced, at others, not necessarily

contact surfaces, positive correction is introduced.

When a lens is stopped down, or the passage of rays

through the entrance pupil is restricted by the leaves of

an iris diaphragm, the definition afforded is usually

improved owinq to the removal' of the patch of light

produced by the marginal rays and their positive spherical

aberration. There is a limit to the improvement of

defintion that may be produced by stopping down a system,

set by di ffr.,-'t. i,,f (7:-MH)
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IV. AI,CON AND )PTICAL DESIGN

FALCON

FALCON is a comuter program to assist in the design

and evaluation of optical systems. The program is intended

to be used in either time-sharing or batch environments.

Irnput cor,;i:;t!; ()I identifier words and numeric parameters

entored in re t,' format from a computer terminal or by

punrched vli.zr:i. Ili i,'il4.d output is limited, to 80 columns to

fit on stiriiird tirminals. Because of this abbreviated line

width, lini,-pri tit r output may be cut to fit into standard

notebooks and letter-sized file folders. Plots are writtefn

on a general plot file, which may be diverted to a

Tektronix terminal for on-line display or disposed to an

off-line plotting device at the end of the job.

Line-printer plots are also available.

Optical system data can be saved in a library fi> .

Library commands are available to add or delete systems on

this file. Text editor commands are provided to modify the

description of the optical system in active storage. The

program can handle a wide variety of optical systems

including spherical surfaces, toric shades, diffraction

gratings, and spe.-ialized irregular surfaces. Surfaces may

be decentered or tilted to any orientation.

Evaluation techniques include paraxial and real ray

traces, calculation of classic third and fif.th order

aberrations, ray fans, spot diagrams, wavefront variance

. . and Strehl ratio calculations, vignetting diagrams, and



.

optical transfer functions.

FALCON consists of a number of program segments called

by the user through commands. Some commands, such as LENS,

cause the program to read additional lines of input until

an END statement is encountered. Other commands are

executed without any additional input. Command lines may

contain additional identifiers along with the command word

to further control the operation of the program. The

command word and its modifiers are restricted to one input

line of 80 characters.

Input to the program is a succession of records, each

of which consists of a string of up to 80 characters

(including blanks). A record may be a punched card or a

line on a computer terminal. The words "line" and "card"

.- are therefore interchangeable. The end of a line is denoted

* in one of several ways. It may be the physical end of a

punched card, the carriage return on a terminal, or a

The use of the slash character allows the user to peck

sevral records on a single line.

The LENS task is used to define the properties of a

lens or general optical system consisting of several lenses

and other optical components, such as mirrors and gratings.

In general, one input record is used to describe each

surface of the optical system. This information is stored

in a data base divided into blocks of memory. Each block

contain!: , ,*do'* ip.t ion of one optical surface. The LENS

ta.ik is p i 'h't - hy t ypiiq the word END at the end of the

20U
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final input record, which is usually the imaqe surface.

" The logic and notation used by the LENS task is

closely patterned on that of ACCOS V, a proprietary product

of Scientific Calculations Incorporated. The intent is to

promote a universal language for the specification of

optical surfaces and alleviate much of the burden of using

different lens design and analysis programs (16:6). By

adding the word ACCOSV to the lens record, an input deck

can be entered in standard ACCOS V format. Almost any input

deck for ACCOS V can be interpreted correctly by FALCON.

However, the input form for FALCON is somewhat more general

than that of ACCOS V, and there are some importa..t

differences between the two programs, so care must be taken

*. in using complicated ACCOS V input decks on FALCON.

For single configuration optical systems, surfaces are

numbered in the order in which they are intersected by a

ray of light traveling from the object surface to the image

surface. The object surface is assumed to be number 0. If a

general surface is denoted by j, the properties of the

space between j and j+1 are associated with the surface j.

All properties of a surface are defined on a local

coordinate system associated with that surface. A

conventional right-handed rectangular coordinate system is

5 used. The z-axis is assumed to be the optical axis, and

light is assumed to propagate in the positive z-direction.

The YZ plane is used as the tangential plane of a

. -symmetrical optical system. The XZ plane is then the
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sagittal plane.

FALCON provides a variety of ways to define the

properties of a lens system. The example below, from the

FALCON Version Two User's Manual (Ref 9) by John Loomis, is

one way an optical system may be defined.

LENS 1

LI STNGLE THIN LENS EXAMPLE 2

;AY 1.", "'Y -5.() 'P11 20 UNITS CM 3

CV .()' 'II .5 SCHOTT BK7 4

[:i:: thwY -. * , IJY5EH :N I) 6

In this example, the first line is the command record,

which identifies the following records as a lens data set.

The numbers on the far right are not part of the input

records but are put there to label the lines for reference.

Line 2 is a lens identification record, denoted by the LI

at the beclinnin! of the record. Informative corments

identifyincl the lens follow the word LI. The object surface

is entered on line 3. The linear units of the optical

system are given as centimeters. The axial ray is defined

*, to intersect the lens at 1.5 centimeters (SAY entry), and

the chief ray is defined to start at a distance of -5

centimeters along the y-axis in the local coordinate system

of the object plane. The distance from the object plane to

the first surface of the lens is given as 20 centimeters.

• . By default, the object surface is assumed to be a plane,

, %8
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and the md ~uin following the object surface is assumed to

be air. Line- 4 de m,;cribes the first surface of the lens. The

CV entry id(.iitif is the shape of the surface as a sphere

with a curvature of 0.05 inverse centimeters. Curvature is

the inverse of the radius of the spherical surface. By

convention, positive numbers represent a sphere whose

center is to the right of the vertex (where the surface

intersects the optical axis), that is, a -vector drawn from

the vertex to the center of the sphere is in the positive Z

direction. The axial thickness of the lens is given as 0.5

centimeters. Finally, the glass from which the lens is made

is given as BK7 from the SCHOTT catalog. FALCON contains an

internal catalog of the Schott glasses. This data base is

used to ,;pi.oify the index of refraction of the glass at

various w,,v,.lenqt ix. The default operating wavelength is

0.58756 mi'r''I.s.

Lint- ', d, izi-es the second surface of the lens by means

of paraxt.l ';,Ilv,,s. The curvature of the surface is set so

that the axial ray leaves the surface at an angle of -0.15.

Since the ray is paraxial, the angle and its tangent or

sine are assumed to be indistinquishable. The separation of

the following surface is calculated so that the axial ray

intersects tho optical axis, which makes this next surface

an image plane. The absence of a numeric parameter

' following tw piraxial thickness solve (PY) indicates that

a ray heiqht of zero is to be used. Since no other material

is specified, tho i,,age is assumed to lie in air. Line 6



defines the image surface of the optical system. In this

- - case, it is denoted only by the END statement.

-'.
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* -FALCON h,-s many commands, some of the major ones are:

DISPLA Draws optical system and rays

FANS Plots set of ray fans

FLDCV List or plot field sags and distortion verses field

FOB Sets object point and traces central ray

FORD Lists third and fifth order aberrations

GOTE Geometric optical transfer function

LEPRT LEns PRint, extended listing of optical system

LIST Short text listing of lens assembly

OCON Short list of first order operating conditions

PARAX Paraxial ray trace

RAY Prints or draws a ray through the optical system

SPOT Geometric spot analysis

STOP Stops program execution

WAMAP Plots contour map of wavefront

.,q
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OPTICAL SYSTENM DI-;[(IN

I. A.The 3.5 inch Questar telescope was computer modeled

using proprietary information graciously provided by the

Questar Corporation. NOTE: Proprietary information will not

be included in accordance with an agreement with the

Questar Corporation.

The Questar 3.5 inch telescope is a Maksutov

Cassegrain catadioptric system. It consists of a corrector

plate and two mirrors. This allows a light path to be

folded into a compact package. The diameter of the clear

aperture is 3.5 inches.

The 3.5 inch Questar telescope has a variable focal

length between 50.5 and 56 inches, this is attained by

moving the primary mirror. A position between the two focal

length limits, 54.2 inches, was selected to :nsure a

reasonable starting focal length.

To increase the effective focal length, it is

necessary to add a negative lens assembly to make the

converging beam slightly less convergent. Since each

optical surface adds aberrations, one additional lens was

- first examined. FALCON's curvature solves are a tremendous

help in this task. By using the PUY command, the axial

slope anqle solve adjusts the curvature of the last surface

so the desired effective focal length can be set. Then only

one variable, the first surface curviature, needs to be

modified while the total lens power is automatically

compnsated and kept constant.
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Usinq tile FORD ALL command, the ray aberration

contributions of each surfaco are individually listed.

Since the (Abrrations of the Questar telescope are smaal,

K we are basically interested in adjusting the additional

lens or lenses so that the aberration contributions are as

small as possible. Some balancing is also useful. if the

total aberrations of the system have a specific ratio and

one of the lons surfaces has a similar ratio, by changing

the curvature of that surface we can properly affect the

total aberrations of the system.

Because these changes are made manually, a written

record of the parameter you are changing and the resulting

*aberration is invaluable. It is best to change only one

parameter at a time. Optimizing first one, then the other

parameters in turn. The interactive mode allows dozens of

changes to be made in a short time. Caution should be used

" as it is easy to focus on only one parameter and drive to

an impractical design. At reasonable intervals, the entire

design should be examined to insure reasonable values.

Since, in this desiqn, the object is allowed to be a

point source at infinity on the axis of an axially

<- symmetric .optical system, many of the aberrations become

zero. These include coma, astiqmatisn, distortion -rid the

Petzval sum or fifeld curvature. The assumption that tht,

obj,,ct is ,i point source at infinity was tested by bri.qiinq

the obj(erct towards the opt ical sys~tem and qiv.nq it a

• finite size. At distancess on the order of 5) meters and
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greater; coma, astiqrratism, distortion and the Petzval sum

are small.

Spherical aberration is important and needs to be

reduced first. FALCON displays the third, f ifth, and

seventh order spherical aberrations. By the process of lens

*.-.bending, the spherical aberration wa reduced. Using the

0 R FOD ALL command, a surface with third, fifth, and seventh

order ratios similar to the total spherical aberrations,

was bent and the effect on the total spherical aberrat.o,1

r was noted. The process would be repeated until the

spherical aberration was essentially zero and resulted in a

flat waveform.

Chromatic aberrations were next examined. The use of a

diagIram of (,pt ic',il. qlassos is a great help, but a glass

table, wit I till. Yfrar'tive index and Abbe number, is

' sufficien! ( I': I H") Th[,e Abbe number gives us a miasure of

the disprsw-;i, ,i the glass. By selecting qlasF with

different Al,),,- ,iumber, we can affect the chromvatic

aberration. Hy se lectinq a different glass, the chromat.c

aberration will either ilcrease or decrease. G13:ss ch(inqes

are made until the aberration reaches the desired level.

It was determined that a single lens could not Co the

d job. The desired effective focal length could be obtained,

but the aberrations could not be reduced as low as desired.

The sphe r ic'a abertation approach described above was

repeated, but resulted in many dead ends from which further

improvement was not possible. If the third, fifth, and
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seventh order ratios are not similar to the total system

spherical aberration, lens bending can improve one or two

orders of aberration while increasina the other order of

aberration. More surfaces were required in order to

introduce sufficient degrees of freedom, this would permit

the aberrations to be properly handled.

Two lenses were then examined. A proper balance of

lens power was foutid. The first lens is mildly diverging,

with the normal of both surfaces essentially parallel to

the rays. This is to especially reduce the spherical

aberration which is one of the largest problems. It was

* found that by carefully reducing the spherical aberration,

many of the other problems were also reduced. To have very

small aberrations, too much power had to be concentrated in

the last lens. The curvatures, although mathematically

allowed, were not physically possible.

The final lens was then split up into two lenses. The

design process was then repeated. By working with three

lenses, the aberrations were controlled and the curvatures

were made reasonable.
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V. IRSULTS AND DISCUSSION

The final desiqn has three negative lenses, each of

half a centimeter thickness. The first is convex meniscus

toward the Questar telescope, the second and third are both

*;. bi-concave lenses. The first lens is constructed from

Schott SF7 glass and has radii of 3.030946 and 2.790622

centimeters. This* lens is located 5.28 centimeters behind

the first surface of the primary mirror. The exact

placement of this lens is not critical because the location

of the next lenses has considerable adjustment ability.

The second and third lenses should be mounted in a

rack-and-pinion or comparable adjustable focusing tube. The
second ls hits radii of -1.282051 and 1.282051 centimeters

arid is coie:t ru't ,,! (if Schott BK7 glass. This lens should be

* located ahti 7.',7 cent.imeters from the first lens. The

third lens is ilsio constructed of Schott BK7 glass and has

radii of -1.1-1T,,171 and 1.053613 centimeters and is lccated

2.0 centimeters from the second lens. .hese lenses result

in an image formed 8.73 centimeters from the last lens.

The final design (see APPENDIX B) results in small

aberration values, but to determine if the values are

sufficiently small, an aberration tolerance must be

determined. The PNayleigh criterion allows no more than

one-quarte-r wavlerith of deviation over the wavefront with

respect to a referpnce sphere. The Rayleigh criterion

represents ,, high standard of quality essentially
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indistinguishable from a perfect image (8:298).

In a perfect optical system, all rays converge on the

paraxial image point and the wavefront emerging from the

exit pupil is a sphere centered on the paraxial image

point. We measure the deviation of the wavefront from this

perfect sphere (8:311). The WAMAP command generates a

contour p lt. ef the w vefront. The default contour step, in

waves;, i , (' ,,.w i1' the program so the f.inal plot is not

cluttered.

A thre,-ditmeinsional plot option also allows the

wavefront to 1w examined in greater detail. The next two

pages rev.al the final design is flat to better than

two-tenths of a wavelength.
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The FLDCV command generates a combined plot of field

curvature and distortion as a function of relative field

height. The fractional field height . is plotted on the

vertical axis and either the focal shift or the distortion

is plotted on the horizontal axis.

Field curvature and distortion plots are calculated by

taking a family 'of central rays from-different object

points alonq the y-axis and looking at the intersection of

. the ray with the image surface. Diff'erential ray tracing

provides the focal shift to the tangential and sagittal

foci. Thos., focal shifts are plotted as a function of field

in the fioied Ijvkt.lur, plot. Distortion is calculated as

the difforon(R-', b),tweei the actual image height and the

paraxial imalie hei(i|ht for each field, and is plotted as a

percentage (chra.It'p ,Is a function of field (9:81).

Because we are assuming an object point at infinity

and on the axis, both the field curvature and the

distortion should be non-existent, as is displayed on the

next page.
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The SPOT PLOT command generates a spot diagram. Each

point represents the intersection of a ray with the image

surface. The total spread of the . diagram and the

distribution of the spots provide a measure, first of the

optical quality of the system and second, of the appearance

of the image. Many spot diagrams can be characterized by a

central zonte of high spot density and -an outer zone or

flare region of much lower density. The shape of the

diagram is indicative of the principle aberrations in the

optical system. Multi-wavelength spot diagrams may reveal

distinct color separation that may not be desirable (9:90).

The ,iput di~i r,im is extremely useful to a desiqner in

evaluatinq .an 1 pt ,'al system. The diagram indicates how

well the opt i,,il system concentrates the energy from the

object point into ,an image point (11: 8-1).

The spot diagram on the following page shows i

majority of the rays striking near the paraxial focus

point. A few rays at the edge of the field (further ut

than .8) show some chromatic deviation, but the weighed

average is .005 centimeters. Since the laser beam sample

centers wi l be separated by 7.5 centimeters and the

sources wil I be 5(0 meters away (from the effective focal

length) anid for a .5002 micron wavelength, the frinae

separation, imr!aqed on the detcrtor, is .033 centimeters. We

* desire thr ,iborrattions to be a small fraction of the fri.nqe

soparation to avoid a blurring of the interference pattern
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seen by the detector. The result is a chromatic ray

deviation of less than two-tenths of the fringe separation.
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The SPOT RED command calculates the fraction of rays

that fall within a circle of given radius and displays the

results as a function of radius. The output is called the

radial energy distribution or the encircled energy, or

sometimes, the power-in-a-bucket. It corresponds to a

measurement of energy transmitted through a variable

aperture in the image plane. Default output is a plot of

the energy transmitted (in percent) through an aperture of

a given radius. The horizontal * scale is chosen

automatically.

The radial energy distribution on this next page shows

a sharp image in that the horizontal scale is small and the

plot rapidly rises at the smaller encircled radii.
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The ('U0'I'1," command evaluates the geometric optical

approximation to the optical modulation transfer function.

This function has been previously discussed and is a good

general indicator of the performance of an optical system.

The geometric transfer function plot on the next Page

shows a very qood result for such a complicated optical

system, since the final result is the product of all the

individual optical transfer functions. It is my experience

that the total optical transfer fiinction is a very

sensitive indicator of optical performance. Each individual

optical transfer function has a profound effect on the

total optical transfer function. For the total optical

transfer function to be this good, all the individual

optical transfer functions must be very good.
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The SPOT KED command calculates the fraction of rays
that are uncovered by a knife edge moving in a specified

direction, as a function of the distance moved. The output

is a plot of energy transmitted past the knife edge (in

, percent) as a function of knife edge position (9:94).

For the knife edge distribution, a perfect optical

system would be ifndicated by a step function at the zero

point. In practice, the edges of the step function are

rounded off. The knife edge distribution on the next page

shows little edge rounding. This indicates good image

quality.
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The aberrations of the final design were small. For

the average wavelength of .5002 microns, the third, fifth,

and seventh order spherical aberrations were .000000 ,

-.000005 , and -.000003 centimeters respectively. The

primary first order axial color and secondary first order

axial color aberrations were .000039 and -.000005

centimeters respectively. These are extremely small values,

very much less than the fringe peparation of .033

centimeters.

Another measure of the quality of an optical system is

the Strehl ratio. This is the ratio of the light intensity

at the peak of the diffraction pattern of an aberrated

image to that of an aberration free image. The final system

design had a Strehl ratio of .983
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

. 1. The goal of this project was to learn about

computerized optical design and to design an optical system

'. for the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.

2. The necessary information was gathered from the

literature and is included in this report for the benefit

of those who may need it in the future.

3. FALCON, the selected computer program, was exavined

using test problems to learn how to use an optical desi,:n.

program.

4. An initial design of the additional lenses was

completed and design procedures established to improve the

design until the aberrations were judged t low

.) when compared to the desired final image.

5. A computer and the proper computer proqram :!,:, a

-. powerful and useful tool that can be of qr, -,: !i.-tt. ,.. ,

the optical designer.
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Aborration Coefficient Equations
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APPENDIX B

Diagram of Lens Design
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